Aqua-Barrier Flood Protection Purchase Partnership
THE AQUA-BARRIER FLOOD PROTECTION DIFFERENCE

UNIQUE INNER RESTRAINT BAFFLE SYSTEM:
OVER 20 YEARS AGO WE DEVELOPED A UNIQUE INTERNAL BAFFLE SYSTEM TO INSURE A SAFE AND STABLE TEMPORARY FLOOD DAM. WHEN THE FLOOD DAM IS EXPOSED TO UNEVEN HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE, THE INTERNAL BAFFLE LOCKS INTO PLACE PREVENTING AQUA-BARRIER FROM ROLLING.

REDUCE INSTALLATION AND STORAGE SPACE:
AQUA-BARRIER FLOOD DAMS HAVE THE ABILITY TO BE RAPIDLY DEPLOYED AND REMOVED INSURING COST SAVINGS WHEN COMPARED TO OTHER DAMMING METHODS. AQUA-BARRIER IS COMPACT FOR STORAGE AND SHIPMENT MAKING IT LESS EXPENSIVE TO HAVE ON HAND WHEN NEEDED.

USER FRIENDLY:
AQUA-BARRIER FLOOD DAMS HAVE A UNIQUE PATENTED LIFTING LOOP TO FACILITATE INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL USING LESS MAN POWER. THIS ALLOWS FOR ACCURATE PLACEMENT AND MINIMAL LABOR DURING THE INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL PROCESS.

DURABILITY:
FLOOD DAM IS MADE WITH A SCRIM REINFORCED PVC MATERIAL AND INDUSTRIAL GRADE FITTINGS AND INTENDED TO BE REUSED NUMEROUS TIMES. IS INFIELD REPAIRABLE IN WET OR DRY CONDITIONS UTILIZING A REPAIR KIT WHICH IS PROVIDED WITH EACH ORDER.

LIFE EXPECTANCY:
NEW AQUA-BARRIER FLOOD DAMS CAN BE USED 15-20 TIMES WITH PROPER CARE AND MAINTENANCE.
AQUA-BARRIER® UTILIZES A UNIQUE INTERNAL BAFFLE FOR STABILITY THAT ALSO ALLOWS FOR SINGLE PORT INFLATION

- Floatable Fill Port
- Patented End Pipe Loop
- Internal Baffle
- Floatable Drain Ports
- Additional Protective Membrane Available
- In-Field Repairable
System prior to flooding

Baffle shifts to stabilize dam

Property protected. Baffle has stabilized.
COMPACT FOR SHIPPING & STORAGE
EZ Roller

EASE-OF-USE
ACCESSORIES
FOR MINIMAL MANPOWER
Leister Heat Gun
Hand Roller
Pre-cut Patches

Tools for applying permanent repairs.
In-Field Repairable
Wet or Dry Conditions

Aqua-Barriers come with an easy to use patch kit for making repairs
MAINTENANCE ACCESSORIES

Customized Barrier Connection Fitting

Air Tube  Floor Blower
STATE OF THE ART PLASTIC WELDING EQUIPMENT

We produce the highest quality water inflated dams in the industry.
PROTECTING INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES
PROTECTING MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
PROTECTING DAMAGED LEVEES
PROTECTING HIGHWAYS
PROTECTING ROADWAYS
We are a service oriented company. You can reach us 24:7 by phone or email for consultation and assistance.

We provide free site evaluation services by phone.

We also offer onsite advisory services (appointments required and fees may vary).

In-house or onsite repairs services are available (appointments required and fees may vary).
Aqua-Barrier®
HSI Services, Inc.
TEAM MEMBERS
800/245-0199
www.aquabARRIER.com

Darren Miller, President
cell: 281/728-6705
darren@aquabARRIER.com

Kerri Navarro, Operations Manager
phone: 936/372-1222
kerri@hsi-service.com

Dena McMillian, Sales
cell: 281/840-0187
dena@aquabARRIER.com

Cody Grimes, Project Coordinator
cell: 281/744-7037
cody@aquabARRIER.com